Intevacon
Fleet Card Solutions
Integrity.

Value.

Confidence.

Welcome to Intevacon
Our system empowers marketers to leverage technology
and engage with their most loyal customers.
Our low price structure for both the fleet card and the
prepaid card allows marketers to capture more revenue
and reward customers accordingly.
Our service ensures that marketers receive the support
needed to grow business.
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Fleet Card and Prepaid Card Overview
We offer both a proprietary fleet
card and a prepaid card to help
engage loyal customers and
capture revenue.
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• The proprietary fleet card
offers the ability to
provide pricing advantages
and purchasing control to
customers.
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• The prepaid card is a
reloadable card featuring
optional price per gallon
discounts to customers.

How It Works: Fleet Card
Fleet Card
Customer
purchases fuel
from merchant
location.

Card
authorization is
routed to our
servers via a
gateway device.

Fleet card is
accepted at both
the pump and
inside the store
for payment.
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The Marketer and
the Cardholder
are able to view
transactions and
invoices on the
internet.

How It Works: Prepaid Card
Customer
purchases the
zero balance
prepaid card
and adds value
to it inside the
merchant store.

Marketer can
discount price
per gallon by
utilizing
features in the
point of sale.

Prepaid Card
purchases can
be made by
customer at the
pump or inside
the merchant
store.

Fuel Anytime
782435 123456
1234567
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Marketer can
view prepaid
and fleet card
transactions on
the internet in
real time.

Customer has
unlimited
capability to
reload card and
return to
merchant site.

Features of the Proprietary Fleet Card
Proprietary Fleet Cards
 View real-time transactions
 Special features:
 Track taxes and tax-exempt customers, apply
finance charges, utilize state-of-the-art costplus capabilities, apply price adjustments,
explicit contract pricing, and site and product
restrictions on a card-by-card basis
 Control card purchasing restrictions for
drivers and vehicles
 Utilize AR package to generate invoices and
receive payments, or transfer to third -party
accounting package.
 Generate activity reports.
Contact us if you would like to view a demo of our system: call 678-739-4450 or e-mail
moreinfo@intevacon.com.
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Features of the Prepaid Card
Prepaid Cards
 View real-time transactions
 Increase cash flow
 Utilize optional feature allowing
gallon discounts to customers.
 Enhance security with required PIN.
 Generate activity reports .
 Offer product restrictions as a fleet
card alternative for non -credit
customers.

Contact us if you would like to view a demo of our system: call 678-739-4450 or e-mail
moreinfo@intevacon.com.
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Getting Started: Equipment
Connecting to our system is simple.

Internet access required at each site.
Equipment Requirements
• We interface with all major POS systems. Once gateway
device is received, connect to secondary or auxiliary
network on POS system. This is usually as simple as
connecting the cables.

Cards
• We can read existing card layouts. Card replacement is not
required when converting to the Intevacon system.
• New cards can be ordered from any vendor of choice.
Contact Intevacon for a list of preferred vendors.
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Integrity. Value. Confidence.

For more information, call us at 678-739-4450
or e-mail moreinfo@intevacon.com.
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